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I wanted to start by saying how cool I think the SocialVibe widget is. For years
I’ve avoided putting ad content on any web endeavor that has my name
attached. With this, at least I get to use my little post for some good and to be
a more pro-active human citizen-as God created me to be.

After writing yesterday’s fountain of crass humor and poor grammar, I got a
little spam from some sort of gestation calculation website. Let me just say
that I realize the obvious. Michelle Duggar has not been pregnant for 162
months (13 1/2 years-or one month for every game of the regular baseball
season) of her life. I purposely exaggerated 18 separate kids at 9 months

apiece. Certainly, she’s had multiple births, pre-term labor and alien abductions which would
shorten her gestation ordeal. I also noticed in my “research” that J.B. Duggar has published an
autobiography, which is sold in Christian bookstores. No wonder Christians get a bad rap. Nothing
terribly charitable about knocking someone up 18 times. Hey, who am I to judge.

Speaking of knocking up, last Wednesday I wrote about Sarah Palin calling Dave Letterman
pathetic publicly and enlisting John Ziegler to fight for her cause. The joke about A-Rod and using
the seventh inning stretch to assault one of the Palin daughters was completely disgusting and
should not have been uttered. Of course, the Palins and Ziegler have turned the situation into cash-
for-gold. Ziegler is now leading the “fire Dave” movement and Dave is uttering yet another round of
apologies (during what was one his best ratings weeks in nearly 15 years). The reality is that the
Palin machine, the one that is digging for the next Republican nomination (shouldn’t take much), just
keeps hammering this. I may hate the joke, but I still believe that the pathetic one in this situation is
Sarah Palin. If I ever dragged my child through such a situation, I’d hope some sensible handler
would say “enough.” She doesn’t have handlers, but acolytes and cronies, who just perpetuate the
machine. May none of us ever be mowed down by Sarah Palin and her snowmobile of justice.
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